To Whom It May Concern:

I write this letter in recommendation Murdoch Builders as a general contractor. I had the pleasure of working with Mr. Murdoch on the renovation of our master bathroom and bedroom suite in 2006. I can recommend him highly and without reservation.

Throughout the course of the renovation, Mr. Murdoch was a consummate professional. He was accurate in his initial assessment of the scale and cost of our project. He was absolutely clear in his record keeping and time log. He chose and managed the sub-contractors well.

Our job was done with care and precision. He is a gifted woodcrafter and the custom cabinetry he designed and executed are lovely.

In addition, he is extremely clean and tidy in the workplace. He and his assistant never left the worksite in disarray. They vacuumed all drywall dust daily. Mr. Murdoch took special care to prevent any of the job dust from trailing throughout the house.

The only complexity in working with Mr. Murdoch is that, as he himself will tell you, good work takes time to complete. Patience is required when you work with a perfectionist. Although our project took time to complete, I think we have a wonderful outcome and a work of art.

Judith Penski, DDS